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Abstract
Along with the analysis of time-to-event data, it is common to assume that only partial infor-
mation is given at hand. In the presence of right-censored data with covariates, the conditional
Kaplan-Meier estimator (also referred as the Beran estimator) is known to propose a consistent
estimate for the lifetimes conditional survival function. However, a necessary condition is the
clear knowledge of whether each individual is censored or not, although, this information might
be incomplete or even totally absent in practice. We thus propose a study on the Beran estima-
tor when the censoring indicator is not clearly specified. From this, we provide a new estimator
for the conditional survival function and establish its asymptotic normality under mild condi-
tions. We further study the supervised learning problem where the conditional survival function
is to be predicted with no censorship indicators. To this aim, we investigate various approaches
estimating the conditional expectation for the censoring indicator. Along with the theoretical
results, we illustrate how the estimators work for small samples by means of a simulation study
and show their practical applicability with the analysis of synthetic data and the study of real
data for the prognosis of monoclonal gammopathy.
Key Words: survival analysis; covariates; right-censoring; survival function; supervised regres-
sion.
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1. Introduction
As the volume of data expands, the problem of missing data has been increasingly present in
many fields of statistical applications. In the classical literature of survival analysis, the study
of the duration time preceding an event of interest is considered with series of random censors,
which might prevent the capture of the whole survival time. This is known as the censoring
mechanism and it arises from restrictions depending from the nature of the study. For instance,
this feature is particularly present in medicine, with studies of the survival times before the re-
covery/decease from a specific chronic disease. Indeed, a patient lifetime or time to occurrence
will not be observed if it exceeds the study follow-up time, or because of the early withdrawal of
the individual from the population under study. This is denoted as a right-censored observation
time, indicating that the event of interest might only occur beyond. One can find other examples
of right-censoring in a large scope of domains, like in economic (unemployment duration time),
social (spending time before marriage or childbearing) or in actuarial science (life-insurance or
time before claim).
The survival model with right-censored data is described by n-independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) copies of a random couple pT, δq. Here, T refers to the minimum between the
random survival time Y and the random censor C, where Y and C are assumed independent.
The censoring indicator δ “ 1ltYďCu specifies whether T is censored or not and is generally known
for each individual. In survival analysis, it is often of interest to estimate the survival function
of the random lifetime Y . The most popular and well known non-parametric approach leads to
the Kaplan and Meier (1958) product-limit estimator. This latter has been extensively studied
during the past decades and shows appealing properties; its asymptotic efficiency was proved in
Fo¨ldes et al. (1981) and Wellner (1982) and extented with the study of the limit law process, as
in Deheuvels and Einmahl (2000) or Ouadah (2013). It is also worth mentioning that its conver-
gences rates have been widely studied, among others in Horva´th (1983), Chen and Lo (1997) or
Wellner (2008) with exponential bounds for the empirical process. In cases where the data come
along with the response of random covariates, one can consider the estimation of the conditional
survival function using the Beran (1981) estimator, which represents a direct extension from the
Kaplan-Meier estimator to the regression context. Naturally, the Beran estimator has inher-
ited the same interests as its non-conditional counterpart and has been intensively studied by
Dabrowska (1987, 1989, 1992) or Li and Doss (1995) among others. Nevertheless, several studies
have proposed various adaptation for the Kaplan-Meier estimator by exchanging the censoring
indicators for other estimates. Historically, this idea first appears independtly in Abdushukurov
(1987) and Cheng and Lin (1987) where δ is replaced by its conditional expectation when equals
to 1 (see also Dikta, 1998). From another perspective, Wang and Shen (2008), Subramanian
(2011) and Brunel et al. (2014) proposed similar consistent estimators for the missing censoring
indicators model, where in this context, a non-empty fraction of the censoring indicators are
missing at random.
Besides these traditional statistical approaches, the problem of survival analysis has received
considerable attention in the machine learning community, with methods having impressive
success for practical applications, due to their ability to process huge amounts of data and to
learn complex dependency patterns between survival times and high dimensional covariates. We
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provide here a brief description of the main machine methods, while referring the reader to
Wang et al. (2019) for a comprehensive review. A first category of machine learning methods
are decision trees with splitting criterion taking into account censored data (Gordon and Olshen,
1985; Ciampi et al., 1987; Bou-Hamad et al., 2011). These survival trees are an adaptation of
regression trees for the time-to-event problem and have notably been extended with bagging in
order to reduce the variance of the model (Hothorn et al., 2004) or ensemble methods with the
celebrated random survival forests algorithm (Ishwaran et al., 2008, 2011). Another stream of
works formulates classical parametric regression models within the framework of Na¨ıve Bayes
methods (Bellazzi and Zupan, 2008) or Bayesian networks (Lisboa et al., 2003; Fard et al., 2016).
Statistical parametric regression models have also been handled with the use of Support Vector
Machines (SVM) (Khan and Zubek, 2008; Wang et al., 2016), boosting algorithms (Hothorn
et al., 2006), inverse probability of censoring weighted models (IPCW) (Kohler et al., 2002;
Ausset et al., 2019) or Gaussian processes models (Ferna´ndez et al., 2016; Alaa and van der
Schaar, 2017). A very popular approach at the moment is the use of deep neural networks
for time-to-event models. Some existing works in this direction focus on extending Cox model
with non linear models of the hazard rate. This type of work dates back to Faraggi and Simon
(1995), but has recently been revisited with modern deep learning techniques (Katzman et al.,
2016) and with convolutional neural networks to build a time-to-event Cox model from images
(Zhu et al., 2016). From an other perspective, recent deep learning models do not rely on the
Cox formulation and directly learn the estimated joint distribution of survival time without
making assumptions on the relationship between covariates and hazard rate (Lee et al., 2018),
or leverage on adversarial learning for non-parametric estimation of time-to-event distributions
(Chapfuwa et al., 2018).
In this work, we propose to study the coupling of the consistent non-parametric Beran
estimator with more recent machine learning techniques, in order to tackle challenging problems
that arise with real-world survival data, in particular when the censorship indicator is not
available at all, but where a probability of censorship can be estimated.
In a first part, we thus propose to study the asymptotic behaviour for the Beran estimator
whenever the censoring indicators are drawn from any random variable P P p0, 1q and derive its
almost sure representation under mild conditions. This allows us to show the optimal efficiency
for the consistent estimator in term of asymptotic variance as long as P equals the conditional
expectation of δ. In particular, we obtain the functional convergence for the empirical process
when the conditional expectation estimator of δ assumes proper convergence rates. Following
the theoretical analysis, we secondly consider a plug-in estimate of the survival function based
on the Beran estimator and propose a short simulation study with alternative strategies for the
estimation of the conditional expectation of δ using different classes of machine learning models,
such as a logistic regression model or a deep neural network binary classifier.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The framework for the i.i.d. censoring
model with general censoring indicators generalizing the survival analysis model is presented in
subsection 2.1. In subsection 2.3, we establish the almost sure representation for our general-
ized Beran estimator and provide sufficient assumptions to ensure the weak convergence of the
empirical process towards a mean-zero Gaussian process. The weak convergence for the plug-in
estimators is guaranteed for appropriate convergence rates and reported in subsection 2.4. Com-
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parative and numerical results are displayed in section 3. Section 4 discusses the contribution
and presents some perspectives for future work. The proofs are postponed in the appendix.
2. Survival model with a general censoring indicator
2.1 Model and notations
We consider a random vector pY,C, P,Xq P R ˆ R ˆ r0, 1s ˆ Rp and assume that the data at
hands are restricted to pT, P,Xq where T :“ minpY,Cq, P is the general censorship indicator
and X an explanatory random covariable. Note that one can retrieve the classical censorship
model when P “ δ :“ 1ltYďCu. The conditional distribution functions of the survival and the
censoring times are respectively denoted by F and G. Recall also that the right end points of
the support of the distributions F and G are respectively denoted by τSpxq and τCpxq. Finally,
we denote FÐ the generalized inverse function for the distribution function F given by
FÐpα|xq :“ inftt, F pt|xq ě αu, α P p0, 1q.
We will work under minimal conditions on the distribution functions, although we have to
impose the usual identification assumption that T and C are independent, which implies that
Hpt|xq :“ PpT ď t|X “ xq satisfies 1 ´Hpt|xq “ p1 ´ F pt|xqqp1 ´ Gpt|xqq. Here, the right end
point for the support of Hx is denoted by τHpxq “ minpτCpxq, τSpxqq. In the sequel, we will also
use the notations
Hupt|xq “ PpT ď t, δ “ 1|X “ xq “
ż t
´8
p1´Gps´|xqqdF ps|xq
and Hup pt|xq “ ErP1ltTďtu|X “ xs,
for the sub-distribution functions of the uncensored observations and Λp¨|xq for the cumulative
hazard function given by
Λpt|xq “
ż t
´8
dHups|xq
1´Hps´|xq .
2.2 Estimators
The Beran estimator for the distribution F is defined as follows. Let assume an i.i.d. n-sized
sample drawn from the classical censoring model tpTi, δi, Xiqu1ďiďn. Denote the i-th order
statistic of T1, . . . , Tn by Tpiq, and the corresponding censoring indicator and covariable by δpiq
and Xpiq respectively. In the absence of ties, the Beran estimator is given by
Fnpt|xq “ 1´
ź
Tpiqďt
˜
1´ Whpx´Xpiqq
1´ři´1j“1Whpx´Xpjqq
¸δpiq
,
where for any i “ 1, . . . , n,
Whpx´Xiq “ Khpx´Xiqřn
j“1Khpx´Xjq
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and Khp¨q “ Kp¨{hq{hp with K a kernel function and h “ hn a non-random positive sequence
such that hn Ñ 0 as nÑ 8. Adapted to our context, we assume from now on that we have at
our disposal a n-sized sample tpTi, Pi, Xiqu1ďiďn drawn the triplet pT, P,Xq. The new estimator
of the distribution function F is similarly defined as
pFnpt|xq “ 1´ ź
Tpiqďt
˜
1´ Whpx´Xpiqq
1´ři´1j“1Whpx´Xpjqq
¸Ppiq
where the product over an empty set is defined to be 1. For convenient reasons in the sequel
and in order to further study pFn, we also introduce the empirical estimators for the distribution
function H, Hu, Hup and Λ respectively given by
Hnpt|xq “
nÿ
i“1
Whpx´Xiq1ltTiďtu,
Hunpt|xq “
nÿ
i“1
Whpx´Xiq1ltTiďt,δi“1u, pHunpt|xq “ nÿ
i“1
Whpx´Xiq1ltTiďtuPi
and
Λnpt|xq “
ż t
´8
dHunps|xq
1´Hnps´|xq ,
pΛnpt|xq “ ż t
´8
d pHunps|xq
1´Hnps´|xq .
We finally denote fn as the kernel estimator for the density function f with @x P Rp
fnpxq “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
Khpx´Xiq.
2.3 Asymptotic properties
In this section, we derive the asymptotic properties of the estimator pFn. We also assume from
now on that x P SX defines a fixed reference position. Due to the regression context, we need
some Ho¨lder-type conditions on the distribution functions H, Hu, Hup , F and on the density
function f of the covariate X. Let } ¨ } be any norm in Rp.
Assumption pHq. There exist 0 ă η, η1 ď 1 and c ą 0 such that for any t, s P R and any
x1, x2 P SX ,
pH.1q |fpx1q ´ fpx2q| ď c}x1 ´ x2}η
pH.2q |Hpt|x1q ´Hpt|x2q| ď c}x1 ´ x2}η
pH.3q |Hupt|x1q ´Hups|x2q| ď cp}x1 ´ x2}η ` |t´ s|η1q
pH.4q |Hup pt|x1q ´Hup ps|x2q| ď cp}x1 ´ x2}η ` |t´ s|η1q
pH.5q |F pt|xq ´ F ps|xq| ď c|t´ s|η1
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Also, some common assumptions on the kernel function as well as the continuity of G need to
be imposed.
Assumption pKq. Let K be a bounded density function in Rp with support SK included in
the unit ball of Rp with respect to norm } ¨ }.
Assumption pGq. The distribution function Gp.|xq is continuous on p´8, T s.
For convenient reasons, we study the asymptotic behaviour for our estimator through pΛn
using the approximation 1´ pFn « expp´pΛnq as given in the following lemma.
Lemma 1 Let τ0 ă τ1 ă τHpxq. Then we have that
sup
tPrτ0,τ1s
ˇˇˇ
1´ pFnpt|xq ´ expp´pΛnpt|xqqˇˇˇ ď }K}8 pHunpT |xq
nhpfnpxqp1´Hnpτ1|xqq2 .
“ OPppnhpq´1q.
In particular, it turns out that
sup
tPrτ0,τ1s
?
nhp
ˇˇˇ
1´ pFnpt|xq ´ expp´pΛnpt|xqqˇˇˇ “ oPp1q
when fpxq ą 0.
This previous results ensures that the asymptotic properties of pΛn are equivalent to than
that of pFn. We hereby state the almost sure representation for the generalized cumulative hazard
function estimator.
Proposition 2 Under the assumtions pHq, pKq and pGq, for any τ0 ă τ1 ă τHpxq, we have for
τ0 ď t ď τ1 and nh2η`p| log h| “ Op1q
pΛnpt|xq ´ Λpt|xq “ nÿ
i“1
Whpx´Xiqp`pt, Ti, δi, Pi|xq ` rnpt|xq
where
p`pt, Ti, δi, Pi|xq “ 1ltTiďt,δi“1u ´Hupt|xq
1´Hpt|xq ´
ż t
´8
1ltTiďs,δi“1u ´Hups|xq
p1´Hps|xqq2 dHps|xq
`
ż t
´8
1ltTiăsu ´Hps|xq
p1´Hps|xqq2 dH
u
p ps|xq `
pPi ´ δiq1ltTiďtu
1´HpTi|xq
and
sup
τ0ďtďτ1
|rnpt|xq| “ OPppnhpq´3{4| log h|3{4q.
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As such, we can distinguish two clear parts in the definition of pg. Indeed, the components on
the first line are unbiased with no dependency with regards to P , whereas the function Hup and
the Pi’s only appear in the second line. It is also clear that one can retrieve the usual almost
sure representation for Λn when P “ δ. It mostly appears that the condition
E
„ pP ´ δq1ltTďtu
1´HpT |xq
ˇˇˇˇ
X “ x

“ 0, τ0 ď t ď τ1
is sufficient to ensure an unbiased estimator pΛn, and consequently pFn. In order to offset the
bias, we thus introduce the following assumption :
Assumption (E) : Let ST stands for the support of T , then
@t P ST Ă R, ErP |T “ t,X “ xs “ PpY ď C|T “ t,X “ xq. (2.1)
Combining the assumption below together with the proposition 2, we are able to establish an
almost identical representation for pFn ´ F than that of pΛn ´ Λ.
Corollary 3 Under the assumptions of Proposition 2, if the assumption (E) is verified, then
pΛnpt|xq ´ Λpt|xq “ Λnpt|xq ´ Λpt|xq ` pPi ´ δiq1ltTiďtu
1´HpTi|xq ` rnpt|xq
and
pFnpt|xq ´ F pt|xq “ nÿ
i“1
Whpx´Xiqp1´ F pt|xqqp`pt, Ti, δi, Pi|xq ` rnpt|xq.
This finally allows us to obtain the main result of this subsection, which is the weak convergence
of the estimator pFn as a process in L8rτ0, τ1s for any τ0 ă τ1 ă τHpxq and for fixed x P SX .
Here, for any set S, the space L8pSq is the space of bounded functions defined on S endowed
with the uniform norm.
Theorem 4 Assume pEq, pHq, pKq, pGq, and assume that fpxq ą 0, nhp| log h|´3 Ñ 8 and
nh2η`p´q| log h|´1 “ Op1q for some q ą 0. Then, for any τ0 ă τ1 ă τHpxq, the process!
pnhpq1{2p pFnpt|xq ´ F pt|xqq, t P rτ0, τ1s) , (2.2)
converges weakly in L8rτ0, τ1s to a continuous mean-zero Gaussian process Zp¨|xq with covari-
ance structure
pΓpt, s|xq “ }K}22
fpxq p1´ F pt|xqqp1´ F ps|xqq
ż t^s
´8
ErP 2|T “ y,X “ xs
p1´Hpy|xqq2 dHpy|xq.
In particular, pΓpt, s|xq is minimal for P “ PpY ď C|T,Xq a.s.
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2.4 Plug-in estimators
In the previous section, we have shown that for any random censorship indicator P , pFn is a
suitable estimator for F as long as the assumption pEq is verified. It turns out that ppT,Xq “
PpY ď C|T,Xq represents a natural candidate since it fulfills the previous assumption and
provides a minimal asymptotic variance for pFn, as mentioned in Theorem 4. However, the
function p is usually unknown in practice, which explains the interest of studying the behavior
of pFn whom P is replaced by a suitable estimator of ppT,Xq. We hereafter consider various
versions of estimators for p with the common notation pn. All along, we define the generalized
Beran estimator (GBE) as a plug-in estimate for F given by
qFnpt|xq “ 1´ ź
Tpiqďt
˜
1´ Whpx´Xpiqq
1´ři´1j“1Whpx´Xpjqq
¸pnpTi,Xiq
(2.3)
while pFn is from now on associated to P “ ppT,Xq. In the next proposition, we show that qFn
inherits the same asymptotic properties than pFn if pn features a fast enough convergence rate
when converging towards p.
Proposition 5 Let τ0 ă τ1 ă τHpxq and pn be any proper estimator of p in the sense that
sup
pt,yqPrτ0,τ1sˆSX
|pnpt, yq ´ ppt, yq| “ oPppnhpq´1{2q. (2.4)
Then, it similarly follows that
sup
tPrτ0,τ1s
ˇˇˇ qFnpt|xq ´ pFnpt|xqˇˇˇ “ oPppnhpq´1{2q.
This result clearly states that qFn behaves alike pFn in Theorem 4, if pn converges faster than the
empirical process pFn ´ F itself. As a matter of fact, it appears that various pn estimators of
different natures fulfill the assumption in (2.4). For instance, one might consider the Nadaraya-
Watson type estimator given by
pNWn pt|xq “
nÿ
i“1
ĎWbppt´ Ti, x´Xiqqδi
where ĎWbpx´Xiq “ Lbpt´ Ti, x´Xiqřn
j“1 Lbpt´ Tj , x´Xjq
and Lbp¨q “ Lp¨{bq{bp`1 with L : Rp`1 Ñ R a kernel function and b “ bn a non-random positive
sequence such that bn Ñ 0 as n Ñ 8. Under smooth assumptions, we can obtain uniform
convergence rates for |pn´ p| (see e.g. Gine´ and Guillou, 2002) and ensure (2.4) when h “ opbq.
Likewise, deep-neural networks have proven to be effective estimators in a regression setting.
Intuitively, a neural network encompasses multiple hidden layers, each composed of multiple
aggregated nodes, where the outputs of each nodes results from the map of the sum of its
inputs to a non-linear activation function. Several studies have intended to give a theoretical
support on the neural network efficiency. In this context, we can cite Ohn and Kim (2019) with
results indicating the minimum numbers of required layers and nodes for any arbitrary uniform
convergence rates (see e.g. Theorem 1).
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3. Experiments
We now report the results of a simulation study comparing the performances of the standard
Beran estimator and the proposed generalized Beran estimator (GBE) estimator. This section
first describes the GBE configurations and hyper-parameter settings, followed by the analyses
of simple and complex synthetic data. A brief study of real data for the prognosis of mon-
oclonal gammopathy is finally presented. All the experiments and figures displayed in this
article can be reproduced using the code available at https://github.com/GoudetOlivier/
UncertaintyCensorship.
3.1 GBE configurations
For the proposed estimator given by equation (2.3), we compute different versions:
• an oracle version (named GBE oracle), where each sample pnpTi, Xiq is equal to the true
conditional probability ppTi, Xiq “ PpYi ď Ci|T “ Ti, X “ Xiq.
• a version of the estimator using a prior partial censorship indicator (GBE prior) where each
sample pnpTi, Xiq is equal to Ppδi “ 1|T “ Ti, X “ Xiq2`δiˆPpδi “ 0|T “ Ti, X “ Xiq`i.
Each sample i is drawn from an independent random noise variable  „ N p0, 0.012q.
This prior partial censorship indicator P is different from the true conditional probability
PpY ď C|T “ t,X “ xq but satisfies the assumption E given by equation (2.1) as ErP |T “
t,X “ xs “ PpY ď C|T “ t,X “ xq.
• different versions where pnpTi, Xiq is an estimated value of the conditional probability
PpYi ď Ci|T “ Ti, X “ Xiq. In this case, we denote by pn : R ˆ Rp Ñ r0, 1s a trained
binary classifier on the dataset D “ tpTi, Xi, δiquni“1, with entries pTi, Xiq P R ˆ Rp and
corresponding labels δi P t0, 1u. We study two different classes of binary classifier: pn is
either a linear logistic regression model (GBE linear) or a neural network (GBE NN).
For the logistic regression model we use the LogisticRegression module of the scikit-learn
package (Pedregosa et al., 2011) with default parameters. The neural network used in GBE NN
is composed of two hidden layers with 100 units and ReLu activation function and one output
layer with sigmoid activation. It is trained for niter “ 200 epochs on the dataset D to minimized
the binary cross entropy using Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with initial learning rate
0.001.
3.1.1 Weight estimation
In order to compute the weights Wh of the standard Beran estimator and the proposed estimator,
we use a bi-quadratic kernel function Kpxq “ p15{16qp1´x2q21lt|x|ď1u. For each sample of size n,
we select the bandwidth value hbest in the grid t0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1u that minimises the leave-one-out
cross-validated criterion proposed by (Geerdens et al., 2018):
hbest “ argmin
h
«
nÿ
i“1
nÿ
j“1
∆ij
´
IpTi ď Tjq ´ F p´iqh,n pTj |Xiq
¯2ff
, (3.1)
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where F
p´iq
h,n p¨|Xiq is the estimator of the conditional distribution function F p¨|X “ Xiq of the
survival times computed with bandwidth h and using the sample tpTj , Xj , δjqunj“1,j‰i for the
Beran estimator. For the GBE estimators, we use the same criterion, except that F
p´iq
h,n p¨|Xiq is
replaced by qF p´iqh,n p¨|Xiq computed with the sample tpTj , Xj , pnpTj , Xjqqunj“1,j‰i. The indicator
∆ij is equal to 1 for each useful pair of observed times and equal to 0 otherwise. For i, j P J1, nK2,
a pair of observations pTi, Tjq is considered to be useful if the value of the indicator 1ltTiďTju
gives an unambiguous correct value for the indicator 1ltYiďYju, which contains the corresponding
true event times pYi, Yjq. Therefore a pair of observed times pTi, Tjq is considered to be useful if
(i) Ti ď Tj and δi “ 1 or (ii) Tj ď Tj and δj “ 1.
3.2 Experiments on synthetic data
Our simulations are based on independent and identically distributed samplesDk “ tpT ki , Xki , δki quni“1
of size n “ 2000 for k “ 1, . . . , N sample iteration with N “ 1000. The comparisons are based
on the mean squared error (MSE) and mean integrated squared error (MISE).
3.2.1 Exponential model with single covariate
Exponential model We first consider a simple model where X is a one dimensional variable
uniformly distributed on r0, 1s. The survival time variable Y and the censor are built from X
according to two exponential models:
Y :“ Exppλ “ 1
a0 ` a1X ` a2X2 q
and
C :“ Exppλ “ 1
b0 ` b1X ` b2X2 q.
For k “ 1, . . . , N , we generate the i.i.d. n-sized sample tpT ki , Xki , δki quni“1 and build the
different estimators qF kn pt|xq of the conditional distribution function of the survival times. In
the GBE oracle estimator, each sample pkpT ki , Xki q does not depend on T ki in this case and can
easily be computed as:
pkpT ki , Xki q “ PpY ki ď Cki |T “ T ki , X “ Xki q (3.2)
“ a0 ` a1X
k
i ` a2pXki q2
a0 ` a1Xki ` a2pXki q2 ` b0 ` b1Xki ` b2pXki q2
(3.3)
Comparison of the different estimators The different estimators (Standard Beran, GBE
oracle, GBE prior, GBE linear and GBE NN) are then compared with the true conditional
distribution function of the survival times given by:
F pt|xq “ 1´ e´
t
a0`a1x`a2x2 .
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The comparisons are done for three values xtest P t0.3, 0.5, 0.7u of the covariate by comput-
ing the mean squared error (MSE) between F and qF kn on 100 equidistant design points tl inJTmin, TmaxK, with Tmin “ min
i“1,9,n Ti and Tmax “ maxi“1,9,n Ti:
MSEptl, xtestq “ 1
N
Nÿ
k“1
pF ptl|xtestq ´ qF kptl|xtestqq2, (3.4)
where qF kn is the conditional distribution function estimator compute with the best bandwidth
value for the sample Dk of size n. The comparative results displayed on Figure 1 demonstrate
the good performance of the GBE estimators compared to the Beran estimator for all time steps
and each different value of the covariate.
Figure 1: Mean squarred error (MSE) for xtest P t0.3, 0.5, 0.7u at different survival time steps
between 0 and 2. The lower is the better. Dark solid line corresponds to standard Beran
estimator. Green dashed line corresponds to GBE oracle. Blue dotted line is GBE prior.
Red dashdottted line corresponds to GBE linear. Brown dashdottted line with cross markers
corresponds to GBE NN.
We also compute a global mean integrated squared error score (MISE) for each sample Dk
as:
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MISEpkq “ 1
300
`100ÿ
l“1
pF ptl|0.3q ´ qF kptl|0.3qq2 ` 100ÿ
l“1
pF ptl|0.5q ´ qF kptl|0.5qq2 (3.5)
`
100ÿ
l“1
pF ptl|0.7q ´ qF kptl|0.7qq2˘. (3.6)
Average results and standard deviation for the N “ 1000 independent samples are displayed in
Table 1.
Table 1: Average and standard deviation of the global MISE score for the different conditional
Kaplan Meier estimators. Underlined values corresponds to significantly better results than the
standard Beran estimator (t-test with p-values 0.001).
Average global MISE score Standard deviation
Standard Beran estimator 7.30ˆ 10´5 6.53ˆ 10´5
GBE oracle 5.24ˆ 10´5 4.23ˆ 10´5
GBE prior 5.24ˆ 10´5 4.26ˆ 10´5
GBE linear 5.61ˆ 10´5 4.46ˆ 10´5
GBE NN 5.68ˆ 10´5 4.51ˆ 10´5
As shown in this Table, the GBE estimator outperforms the Standard Beran estimator with
the GBE oracle, GBE prior, GBE NN and GBE linear versions (significantly better results).
Unsurprisingly, the best result is achieved by the GBE oracle, when the true conditional proba-
bility ppTi, Xiq “ PpYi ď Ci|T “ Ti, X “ Xiq is given. We observed that the GBE prior version
obtains similar results with a partial censorship indicator different than ppTi, Xiq but satisfying
assumption E (equation (2.1)).
When we use an estimate pnpTi, Xiq instead of ppTi, Xiq, the best result is obtained with
the linear logistic classification model as it gives a more robust estimate of the probability
ppTi, Xiq for this simple dataset with a single covariate. The Neural network used in the GBE
NN estimator tends to slightly overfit the training dataset and gives a less good estimate of the
probability ppTi, Xiq which leads to a less good estimate of the conditional distribution of the
survival times.
Completely missing censorship indicator A variant of the problem is now considered
where the censorship indicator is assumed to be completely missing, but where we can provide an
estimate of the probability that the survival variable is censored using a trained binary classifier.
In this case, we aim to verify if the GBE estimator still provides good empirical results compared
to the standard Beran estimator for which we provide the censorship indicator.
For k “ 1, . . . , N , we generate new test i.i.d. n-sized samples Dtest,k “ tpT test,ki , Xtest,ki quni“1,
with the same exponential models: Y :“ Exppλ “ 1
a0`a1X`a2X2 q and C :“ Exppλ “ 1b0`b1X`b2X2 q.
For each dataset Dtest,k, we plug in the GBE estimator the estimates pknpXtest,ki , T test,ki q for
i “ 1..n, where pkn is the binary classifier (logistic regresssion model or neural network) which
was trained on the kth-dataset Dk “ tpXki , T ki , δki quni“1.
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As the censoring indicator is completly missing, we use a variant of the leave-one-out cross-
validated criterion for bandwidth selection proposed in section 3.1.1. The same criterion given
by equation (3.1) is used except that each pair of observations pT test,ki , T test,kj q is taken into
account with a weight ∆kij “ pknpXtest,ki , T test,ki q if T test,ki ď T test,kj or ∆kij “ pknpXtest,kj , T test,kj q if
T test,kj ă T test,ki .
The comparative results displayed on Figure 2 demonstrate the superior results of the GBE
estimators even when the censorship indicator is completely missing compared to the Beran
estimator for which we provide it.
Figure 2: Mean squared error (MSE) for xtest P t0.3, 0.5, 0.7u at different survival time steps
between 0 and 2 in the completely missing censorship indicator case. The lower is the better.
Dark solid line corresponds to standard Beran estimator. Green dashed line corresponds to GBE
oracle. Blue dotted line is GBE prior. Red dashdottted line corresponds to GBE linear. Brown
dashdottted line with cross markers corresponds to GBE NN.
As shown in Table 2, the GBE estimator still outperforms the Standard Beran estimator
with the GBE oracle, GBE prior, GBE linear and GBE NN versions (significantly better results).
Moreover, if we compare with the results given in Table 1, it shows that taking into account the
partial censorship indicator pnpTi, Xiq instead of δi in the leave-one-out cross-validated criterion
for bandwidth selection proposed by (Geerdens et al., 2018) at least does not seem to degrade
the results.
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Table 2: Average and standard deviation of the global MISE score for the different conditional
Kaplan Meier estimator in the missing censorship indicator case. Underlined values corresponds
to significantly better results than the standard Beran estimator (t-test with p-values 0.001).
Average global MISE score Standard deviation
Standard Beran estimator 7.17ˆ 10´5 5.30ˆ 10´5
GBE oracle 4.95ˆ 10´5 3.68ˆ 10´5
GBE prior 5.01ˆ 10´5 3.65ˆ 10´5
GBE linear 5.38ˆ 10´5 3.86ˆ 10´5
GBE NN 5.47ˆ 10´5 3.91ˆ 10´5
3.2.2 Multi-dimensional censored complex distribution of survival times
In this section, we build a complex model in order to analyse the robustness of the GBE estimator
in a more realistic case.
Multi-dimensional model Now X is a five dimensional variable uniformly distributed on
r0, 1s5. The survival time variable Y is build from X according to:
Y :“ 1` 1
5
psinpXp1qq ` cospXp2qq `X2p3q ` exppXp4qq `Xp5qq ` ,
where Xpjq corresponds to the j-th dimension of X and  „ N p0, 0.32q. Then we consider a
censoring variable independant of Y :
C :“ ExppλX “ 3`X3p1q ` 0.3cospXp2qq `X2p3q ` logpXp4q ` 0.1q `Xp5qq.
For the GBE oracle estimator, the probability samples tppTi,Xiquni“1 depends on Ti and Xi
in this case and can explicitly be computed as:
ppTi,Xiq “ PpTi ď Ci|T “ Ti,X “ Xiq (3.7)
“ fpTi|Xiqp1´GpTi|Xiqq
fpTi|Xiq ˆ p1´GpTi|Xiqq ` gpTi|Xiq ˆ p1´ F pTi|Xiqq , (3.8)
with fp¨|Xiq and gp¨|Xiq the conditional probability density function of the survival and censor
variable evaluated for X “ Xi. F p¨|Xiq and Gp¨|Xiq are the conditional distribution functions
of the survival and the censoring times at X “ Xi. Thus we have,
ppTi,Xiq “ e
´ 1
0.18
pTi´µXi q2´λXiTi
e´
1
0.18
pTi´µXi q2´λXiTi ` 0.3?2piλXie´λXiTi ˆ p12 ´ 12erfp
Ti´µXi
0.3
?
2
qq
, (3.9)
with µXi “ 1` 15psinpXp1q,iq ` cospXp2q,iq `X2p3q,i ` exppXp4q,iq `Xp5q,iq and λXi “ 3`X3p1q,i `
0.3cospXp2q,iq `X2p3q,i ` logpXp4q,i ` 0.1q `Xp5q,i.
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Comparison of the different estimators The different estimators (Standard Beran, GBE
oracle, GBE prior, GBE linear and GBE NN) are then compared with the true conditional
distribution function of the survival times given by
F pt|xq “ 1
2
` 1
2
erf
ˆ
t´ µx
0.3
?
2
˙
.
The comparisons are done for three values xtest P tp0.3, .., 0, 3q, p0.5, .., 0, 5q, p0.7, .., 0, 7qu of the
covariate by computing the MSE at different time steps. The comparative results on the complex
survival times estimation (Fig. 3) demonstrate the robustness of the GBE estimator on this
complex multi-dimensional manifold, but only when the classifier used to compute the estimated
values pnpTi,Xiq is powerful enough to provide a precise estimate of the unknown probability
PpYi ď Ci|T “ Ti, X “ Xiq as in the GBE NN version with a 2-hidden layer neural network
classifier. The logistic regression model used in the GBE linear version fails to capture the
complex underlying dependency between pT,Xq and δ.
Figure 3: Mean squarred error (MSE) for xtest P tp0.3, .., 0, 3q, p0.5, .., 0, 5q, p0.7, .., 0, 7qu at dif-
ferent survival time steps between 1 and 3. The lower is the better. Dark solid line corresponds
to standard Beran estimator. Green dashed line corresponds to GBE oracle. Blue dotted line
is GBE prior. Red dashdottted line corresponds to GBE linear. Brown dashdottted line with
cross markers corresponds to GBE NN.
The results displayed on Table 3 confirm the good overall results of the GBE oracle, GBE
prior and GBE NN estimators compared to the Standard Beran estimator.
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Table 3: Average and standard deviation of the global MISE score for the different conditional
Kaplan Meier estimator. Underlined values corresponds to significantly better results than the
standard Beran estimator (t-test with p-values 0.001).
Average global MISE score Standard deviation
Standard Beran estimator 7.75ˆ 10´4 3.71ˆ 10´4
GBE oracle 5.68ˆ 10´4 2.90ˆ 10´4
GBE prior 6.27ˆ 10´4 3.22ˆ 10´4
GBE linear 7.75ˆ 10´4 3.76ˆ 10´4
GBE NN 6.28ˆ 10´4 3.38ˆ 10´4
Completely missing censorship indicator Likewise, the comparative results displayed on
Figure 4 and Table 4 confirm the robustness of the GBE oracle, GBE prior and GBE NN
estimators on new samples from the same multi-dimensional model with completely missing
censorship indicator.
Figure 4: Mean squarred error (MSE) for x P t0.3, 0.5, 0.7u at different survival time steps
between 1 and 3 in the missing censorship indicator case. The lower is the better. Dark solid line
corresponds to standard Beran estimator. Green dashed line corresponds to GBE oracle. Blue
dotted line is GBE prior. Red dashdottted line corresponds to GBE linear. Brown dashdottted
line with cross markers corresponds to GBE NN.
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Table 4: Average and standard deviation of the global MISE score for the different conditional
Kaplan Meier estimator in the missing censorship indicator case. Underlined values corresponds
to significantly better results than the standard Beran estimator (t-test with p-values 0.001).
Average global MISE score Standard deviation
Standard Beran estimator 7.74ˆ 10´4 3.77ˆ 10´4
GBE oracle 5.60ˆ 10´4 2.77ˆ 10´4
GBE prior 6.10ˆ 10´4 3.03ˆ 10´4
GBE linear 7.34ˆ 10´4 3.70ˆ 10´4
GBE NN 6.31ˆ 10´4 3.45ˆ 10´4
3.3 Real data
The GBE estimator is now applied to the real dataset mgus2 (Kyle et al., 2002) of the survival
R package.
This dataset contains data for 1341 patients with monoclonal gammopathy. We only keep
the four continuous covariates for each patient. The observed variables that we consider are:
• T , the time until death or last contact, in month (futime).
• δ, the occurrence of death (1-Dead, 0-Alive Disease Free).
• The vector of covariates X “ pX1, X2, X3, X4q, with X1 the patient age in years, X2
creatinine at diagnosis, X3 the hemoglobin at diagnosis and X4 the size of the monoclonal
protein spike at diagnosis.
We randomly split the dataset of 1341 patients N “ 1000 times with a 0.5 ratio into train sets
Dtrain,k “ tpT train,ki ,Xtrain,ki , δtrain,ki quni“1 and test sets Dtest,k “ tpT test,ki ,Xtest,ki , δtest,ki quni“1 for
k “ 1 . . . N .
The GBE linear and GBE NN estimators are compared with the standard Beran estimator
on the test sets. For each dataset Dtest,k, the estimates pknpXtest,ki , T test,ki q are used for the
GBE estimators, where pkn is the binary classifier (logistic regresssion model or neural network)
which was trained on the kth-dataset Dtrain,k. The standard Beran estimator is built with the
censorship indicator δtest,ki for each dataset Dtest,k.
The average survival function of patients on the test sets at different survival time steps
is computed for three test points corresponding to first quartile, second quartile and third
quartile for each covariate variable: x1test “ p63, 0.9, 12, 0.6q, x2test “ p72, 1.1, 14, 1.2q and x3test “
p79, 1.3, 15, 1.5q. The results are displayed on figure 5. We observe that the GBE estimators built
without using the censorship indicator on the test sets are close to the standard Beran estimator
which use it. Moreover, the GBE estimators lead to a smoother estimate of the survival function
due to the use of the partial censorship indicator P instead of the binary disease free survival
indicator δ. This is particularly true for high values of the survival times as there are fewer
surviving patients at these time steps.
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Figure 5: Survival function of patients at different survival time steps for different values of
the covariates. Dark solid line corresponds to standard Beran estimator. Green dashed line
corresponds to GBE linear. Blue dotted line is GBE NN.
4. Discussion and Perspectives
The main contribution of this paper is to propose a consistent Beran estimator for general-
ized censoring indicators. A plug-in estimate of the censorship indicator is built, leveraging
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on machine learning techniques to learn complex model of the probability of censorship from
individual’s covariates. Besides the theoretical analysis of the approach, the proposed gener-
alized Beran estimator is experimentally validated on synthetic and real data. In particular,
the experiments highlight that this estimator can be used to deal with the completely missing
censorship indicator case. Further researches would concern the survival time estimation in the
context of missing not at random censoring indicators.
5. Appendix
5.1 Proofs of Section 2.3
Proof of Lemma 1.
The proof here is similar to that of Lemma 3.6 in Dikta (1998). According to the mean value
theorem, we have for any t P rτ0, τ1sˇˇˇ
1´ pFnpt|xq ´ expp´pΛnpt|xqqˇˇˇ ď ˇˇˇrptq ”´ logp1´ pFnpt|xqq ´ pΛnpt|xqıˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇ
´ logp1´ pFnpt|xqq ´ pΛnpt|xqˇˇˇ (5.1)
where rptq lies between 1´ pFnpt|xq and expp´pΛnpt|xqq. For any 0 ă y ă 1, we have the inequality
0 ă ´ logp1´ yq ´ y ă y
2
1´ y . This yields in (5.1) toˇˇˇ
1´ pFnpt|xq ´ expp´pΛnpt|xqqˇˇˇ ď ÿ
Tiďt
Pi
Whpx´Xiq2
p1´HnpT´i |xqqp1´HnpTi|xqq
ď
ř
Tiďt PiWhpx´Xiq2
p1´Hnpτ1|xqq2
ď }K}8
ř
Tiďt PiWhpx´Xiq
nhpfnpxqp1´Hnpτ1|xqq2
and the lemma follows. l
Proof of the Proposition 2.
From the proof of Theorem 3.1 in Escobar-Bach and Keilegom (2019), it follows that
Λnpt|xq ´ Λpt|xq “
nÿ
i“1
Whpx´Xiq`pt, Ti, δi|xq `OPppnhpq´3{4| log h|3{4q
where g is given by
`pt, Ti, δi|xq “
ż t
´8
1ltTiăsu ´Hps|xq
p1´Hps´|xqq2 dH
ups|xq ` 1ltTiďt,δi“1u ´H
upt|xq
1´Hpt|xq
´
ż t
´8
1ltTiďs,δi“1u ´Hups|xq
p1´Hps|xqq2 dHps|xq
“ p`pt, Ti, δi|xq ` ż t
´8
1ltTiăsu ´Hps|xq
p1´Hps|xqq2 dpH
u ´Hup qps|xq ´
pPi ´ δiq1ltTiďtu
1´HpTi|xq .
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It thus only remain to derive the almost sure representation for pΛn ´ Λn. Hence, we have by
definition that
pΛnpt|xq ´ Λnpt|xq “ ż t
´8
dp pHun ´Hunqps|xq
1´Hnps´|xq
“
ÿ
Tiďt
Whpx´XiqpPi ´ δiq1ltTiďtu
1´HpTi|xq
`
ż t
´8
1
1´Hnps|xq ´
1
1´Hps|xqdp pHun ´Hunqps|xq
`
ż t
´8
1
1´Hnps´|xq ´
1
1´Hnps|xqdp
pHun ´Hunqps|xq
“:
ÿ
Tiďt
Whpx´XiqpPi ´ δiq1ltTiďtu
1´HpTi|xq `Rn,1ptq `Rn,2ptq.
Clearly, for any t P R the estimators Hnptq and Hnpt´q might only differs of one jump of size
pnhpq´1, which gives usˇˇˇˇ
1
1´Hnps´|xq ´
1
1´Hnps|xq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ |Hnps|xq ´Hnps
´|xq|
p1´Hnps´|xqqp1´Hnps|xqq
ď |Hnpsq ´Hnps
´q|
p1´Hnpτ1|xqq2 “ OPppnh
pq´1q (5.2)
where the last term is uniform in s P R, yielding that suptPrτ0,τ1s |Rn,2ptq| “ OPppnhpq´1q for n
large enough, since we have almost surely Hnpτ1|xq Ñ Hpτ1|xq ă 1 as nÑ `8.
Next, we have
Rn,1ptq “
ż t
´8
1
1´Hps|xq ´
1
1´Hnps|xqdpH
u
p ´Huqps|xq
`
ż t
´8
1
1´Hps|xq ´
1
1´Hnps|xqdpH
u ´Hunqps|xq
`
ż t
´8
1
1´Hps|xq ´
1
1´Hnps|xqdp
pHup ´Hup qps|xq
“:
ż t
´8
1
1´Hps|xq ´
1
1´Hnps|xqdpH
u
p ´Huqps|xq `Rn,3ptq `Rn,4ptq.
In order to uniformly bound the remaining terms Rn,3ptq and Rn,4ptq, we again refer to the proof
of Theorem 3.1 in Escobar-Bach and Keilegom (2019). Indeed Hn, H
u
n and
pHun share the same
asymptotic behavior as stated in Lemma 3.1, that is
sup
tPR
|Hnpt|xq ´Hpt|xq| “ OP
´
pnhpq´1{2| log h|1{2
¯
,
sup
tPR
|Hunpt|xq ´Hupt|xq| “ OP
´
pnhpq´1{2| log h|1{2
¯
,
sup
tPR
| pHunpt|xq ´Hup pt|xq| “ OP ´pnhpq´1{2| log h|1{2¯
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where the arguments for pHun are the same asHn andHun . SinceH, Hu andHup are continuous,
it yields from the proof of Lemma 2.1 in Van Keilegom and Veraverbeke (1997) that
sup
tPrτ0,τ1s
|Rn,3ptq| “ OPppnhpq´3{4| log h|3{4q
and sup
tPrτ0,τ1s
|Rn,4ptq| “ OPppnhpq´3{4| log h|3{4q.
Next, it is sufficient to see thatż t
´8
1
1´Hps|xq ´
1
1´Hnps|xqdpH
u ´Hup qps|xq
“
ż t
´8
Hnps|xq ´Hps|xq
p1´Hps|xqq2 dpH
u ´Hup qps|xq `OP
`pnhpq´1| log h|˘
since
1
1´Hps|xq ´
1
1´Hnps|xq “
Hnps|xq ´Hps|xq
p1´Hps|xqq2 ´
pHnps|xq ´Hps|xqq2
p1´Hps|xqq2p1´Hnps|xqq
“ Hnps|xq ´Hps|xqp1´Hps|xqq2 `OP
`pnhpq´1| log h|˘ .
Finally
pΛnpt|xq ´ Λnpt|xq
“
ÿ
Tiďt
Whpx´XiqpPi ´ δiq1ltTiďtu
1´HpTi|xq ´
ż t
´8
Hnps|xq ´Hps|xq
p1´Hps|xqq2 dpH
u ´Hup qps|xq
`OPppnhpq´3{4| log h|3{4q
and the result follows. l
Proof of the Corollary 3.
According to Lemma 1, we have
pFnpt|xq ´ F pt|xq “ expp´Λpt|xqq ´ expp´pΛnpt|xqq `OPppnhpq´1q.
It thus only remain to use the almost sure representation for pΛn´Λ as shown in Proposition 2.
Indeed, by Taylor’s expansion
expp´Λpt|xqq ´ expp´pΛnpt|xqq “ ppΛnpt|xq ´ Λnpt|xqq expp´Λpt|xqqp1` oPp1qq
“ p1´ F pt|xqqppΛnpt|xq ´ Λnpt|xqqp1` oPp1qq.
l
Proof of the Theorem 4.
Here the proof follows the same than that of Theorem 3.2 in Escobar-Bach and Keilegom (2019).
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We thus mostly refer to this proof by adapting each milestones to our estimator. We also keep
the same notations for convenience.
Overall, the approach relies on the Theorem 19.28 in van der Vaart (1998). Hence, we introduce
some notations borrowed from the theory of weak convergence of empirical processes. Firstly, for
any class F of bounded and measurable functions over a metric space pT , dq and any probability
measure Q and  ą 0, define the covering number NpF , L2pQq, q as the minimal number of
L2pQq´balls of radius  needed to cover F . We say that the class F is VC if one can find A ą 0
and ν ą 0 such that for any probability measure Q and  ą 0,
NpF , L2pQq, }F }Q,2q ď
ˆ
A

˙ν
,
where 0 ă }F }2Q,2 “
ş
F 2dQ ă 8 and F is an envelope function of the class F . Additionally, we
also define the uniform entropy integral as
Jpδ,F , L2q “
ż δ
0
c
log sup
Q
NpF , L2pQq, t}F }Q,2q dt,
where Q is the set of all probability measures Q. Next, let P denote the law of the vector
pT, δ,Xq and define the expectation under P as Pf “ ş fdP for any real-valued measurable
function f . Thanks to the assumption pEq, we have that Hu “ Hup and by integration by parts,
we can rewrite the function pg given by
pgpt, T, δ, P |xq “ p1´ F pt|xqqp`pt, T, δ, P |xq
“
"
1ltδ“1,Tďtu
1´HpT |xq ´
ż T^t
´8
dHups|xq
p1´Hps|xqq2 `
pP ´ δq1ltTďtu
1´HpT |xq
*
“ gpt, T, δ|xq ` p1´ F pt|xqqpP ´ δq1ltTďtu
1´HpT |xq (5.3)
and define the sequence of classes pFn with functions taking values in E “ Rˆt0, 1uˆr0, 1sˆSX
as pFn “ !pu, v, v1, wq Ñ pfn,tpu, v, v1, wq, t P rτ0, τ1s)
“
!
pu, v, v1, wq Ñ ?hpKhpx´ wqpgpt, u, v, v1|xq, t P rτ0, τ1s) ,
embedded with the envelope function Enpu, v, v1, wq “
?
hpKhpx ´ wqM , M ą 0 being an ap-
propriate constant since pgp.|xq is uniformly bounded.
The weak convergence of the stochastic process (2.2) follows from the four conditions (6.6),
(6.7), (6.8) and (6.9) as described in Escobar-Bach and Keilegom (2019) page 26. However, (6.6)
and (6.9) has already been proven and it only remains to show (6.7) and (6.8), that is
sup
|t´s|ďδn
P p pfn,t ´ pfn,sq2 ÝÑ 0 for every δn Œ 0, (5.4)
Jpδn, pFn, L2q ÝÑ 0 for every δn Œ 0. (5.5)
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In order to prove (5.4), without lost of generality, we have for any s ă t P R
p pfn,t ´ pfn,sqpu, v, v1, wq “ pfn,t ´ fn,sqpu, v, wq ` 1ltsăuďtu v1 ´ v1´Hpu|xq
that give us by convexity
pp pfn,t ´ pfn,sqpu, v, v1, wqq2 ď 2ppfn,t ´ fn,sqpu, v, v1, wqq2 ` 8 1ltsăuďtup1´Hpτ1|xqq2 .
Hence, we are able to obtain the following inequality
P p pfn,t ´ pfn,sq2 ď 2P pfn,t ´ fn,sq2 ` 8 Pps ă T ď tqp1´Hpτ1|xqq2 “ 2P pfn,t ´ fn,sq2 ` 8 Hptq ´Hpsqp1´Hpτ1|xqq2 .
Since we already have that sup|t´s|ďδn P pfn,t ´ fn,sq2 “ op1q in Escobar-Bach and Keilegom
(2019), (5.4) follows by the uniform continuity of the distribution function H. To prove (5.5),
we use the results for the class of function Fn introduced in Escobar-Bach and Keilegom (2019)
and apply them to pFn. Between pFn and Fn, we have the relation
pFn “ "pu, v, v1, wq Ñ ?hpKhpx´ wq „gpt, u, v|xq ` p1´ F pt|xqqpv ´ v1q1ltuďtu
1´Hpu|xq

, t P rτ0, τ1s
*
Ă Fn `
"
pu, v, v1, wq Ñ ?hpKhpx´ wqp1´ F pt|xqqpv ´ v
1q1ltuďtu
1´Hpu|xq , t P rτ0, τ1s
*
Ă Fn `
"
pu, v, v1, wq Ñ ?hpKhpx´ wqp1´ F pt|xqq v1ltuďtu
1´Hpu|xq , t P rτ0, τ1s
*
`
"
pu, v, v1, wq Ñ ´?hpKhpx´ wqp1´ F pt|xqq v
11ltuďtu
1´Hpu|xq , t P rτ0, τ1s
*
“: Fn ` Gn,1 ` Gn,2.
According to Lemma 2.6.18 (i), (vi) and (viii) in van der Vaart and Wellner (1996), we obtain
that Gn,1 and Gn,2 are VC with the envelope function E1npu, v, v1, wq “
?
hpKhpx ´ wqp1 ´
Hpτ1|xqq´1. Finally, since the covering number for Fn is already provided in Escobar-Bach and
Keilegom (2019) and that pFn is included in the class of functions Fn`Gn,1`Gn,2 with envelope
function En ` 2E1n, we have using Lemma 16 in Nolan and Pollard (1987) for any t ą 0
sup
Q
Np pFn, L2pQq, t}En ` 2E1n}Q,2q ď supQ NpFn ` Gn,1 ` Gn,2, L2pQq, t}En ` 2E1n}Q,2q
ď L
ˆ
1
t
˙V
for some L and V . Thus, (5.5) is established since for any sequence δn Œ 0 and n large enough
since we have
Jpδn, pFn, L2q ď ż δn
0
b
logp2V Lq ´ V logptqdt “ op1q.
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and the weak convergence for our process is established. In order to derive the covariance
structure of the limiting process, it is sufficient to see that in (5.3), pg might be written as
pgpt, T, δ, P |xq “ p1´ F pt|xqq" P1ltTďtu
1´HpT |xq ´
ż T^t
´8
dHupy|xq
p1´Hpy|xqq2
*
.
with the following equalities
E
„
P1ltTďtu
1´HpT |xq
ż T^s
´8
dHupy|xq
p1´Hpy|xqq2
ˇˇˇˇ
X “ x

“ E
„
1ltδ“1,Tďtu
1´HpT |xq
ż T^s
´8
dHupy|xq
p1´Hpy|xqq2
ˇˇˇˇ
X “ x

“
ż t
´8
1
1´Hpz|xq
ż z^s
´8
dHupy|xq
p1´Hpy|xqq2dH
upz|xq,
E
«
P 21ltTďt,Tďsu
p1´HpT |xqq2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇX “ x
ff
“
ż t^s
´8
ErP 2|T “ y,X “ xs
p1´Hpy|xqq2 dHpy|xq
and
E
„ż T^t
´8
dHupy|xq
p1´Hpy|xqq2
ż T^s
´8
dHupy|xq
p1´Hpy|xqq2
ˇˇˇˇ
X “ x

“
ż `8
´8
ż z^t
´8
dHupy|xq
p1´Hpy|xqq2
ż z^s
´8
dHupy|xq
p1´Hpy|xqq2dHpz|xq
“
ż t
´8
1
1´Hpz|xq
ż z^s
´8
dHupy|xq
p1´Hpy|xqq2dH
upz|xq `
ż s
´8
1
1´Hpz|xq
ż z^t
´8
dHupy|xq
p1´Hpy|xqq2dH
upz|xq.
We establish the continuity of the process thanks to a sufficient condition due to Fernique (1964).
Indeed, let ps, tq P R2 and denote
sF p¨|xq “ 1´ F p¨|xq and mpy|xq “ ErP 2|T “ y,X “ xsp1´Hpy|xqq2 .
Then,
ErpZps|xq ´ Zpt|xqq2s fpxq}K}22
“ sF ps|xq2 ż s
´8
mpy|xqdHpy|xq ´ 2 sF ps|xq sF pt|xq ż s^t
´8
mpy|xqdHpy|xq ` sF pt|xq2 ż t
´8
mpy|xqdHpy|xq
“ sF ps|xq „ sF ps|xq ż s
s^t
mpy|xqdHpy|xq ` pF pt|xq ´ F ps|xqq
ż s^t
´8
mpy|xqdHpy|xq

` sF pt|xq „ sF pt|xq ż t
s^t
mpy|xqdHpy|xq ` pF ps|xq ´ F pt|xqq
ż s^t
´8
mpy|xqdHpy|xq

“ sF ps_ t|xq2 ż s_t
s^t
mpy|xqdHpy|xq `
ż s^t
´8
mpy|xqdHpy|xqpF ps|xq ´ F pt|xqq2
ď c|s´ t|
η1
p1´Hpτ1|xqq2 .
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This yields that
a
ErpZps|xq ´ Zpt|xqq2s ď ξpt´ sq, with
ξpt´ sq “
c
c
fpxq
}K}2|s´ t|η1{2
1´Hpτ1|xq
where ξ is monotone and ż 1
0
ξpuq
u| logpuq|1{2du ă `8.
Finally, the last assertion is a direct consequence from the Jensen’s inequality.
l
Proof of the Proposition 5.
According to the proof of Lemma 1, we also have that
sup
tPrτ0,τ1s
?
nhp
ˇˇˇ
1´ qFnpt|xq ´ expp´qΛnpt|xqqˇˇˇ “ oPp1q
where qΛ defines the cumulative hazard function given by
qΛnpt|xq :“ ż t
´8
d qHunps|xq
1´Hnps´|xq with
qHunpt|xq :“ nÿ
i“1
Whpx´Xiq1ltTiďtupnpTi, Xiq.
Using the integration by parts formula for Stieltjes integrals, it follows that
qΛnpt|xq “ pΛnpt|xq ` ż t
´8
dp qHun ´ pHunqps|xq
1´Hnps´|xq
“ pΛnpt|xq ` qHunpt|xq ´ pHunpt|xq
1´Hnpt|xq ´
ż t
´8
qHunps|xq ´ pHunps|xqdˆ 11´Hn
˙
ps|xq
“ pΛnpt|xq ` qHunpt|xq ´ pHunpt|xq
1´Hnpt|xq ´
ż t
´8
qHunps|xq ´ pHunps|xq
p1´Hnps|xqq2 dHnps|xq.
Since Hn is a non-decreasing function, this yields
sup
tPrτ0,τ1s
ˇˇˇqΛnpt|xq ´ pΛnpt|xqˇˇˇ “ OP
˜
sup
tPrτ0,τ1s
ˇˇˇ qHunpt|xq ´ pHunpt|xqˇˇˇ
¸
where
sup
tPrτ0,τ1s
ˇˇˇ qHunpt|xq ´ pHunpt|xqˇˇˇ “ sup
tPrτ0,τ1s
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
i“1
Whpx´XiqppnpTi, Xiq ´ ppTi, Xiqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ oPppnhpq´1{2q
and the result follows. l
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